
→ connecting your intuition ; creating your reality ←

Full moons and new moons are powerful energetic times to reflect, release, start
something new and offer gratitude. Learn about the magic of the lunar phases and
experience the powerful ways we can amplify our intentions through a guided moon circle.

New moon: New moons occur when the moon’s orbit around earth comes between the earth
and the sun. The surface of the moon appears dark without the illumination of the sun. In that
darkness, our deeper needs and bigger dreams can come to fruition. This is a time of expansion,
manifesting, planting seeds of growth, and asking the universe for what you want!

Full moon: Full moons occur when the moon moves in its orbit so that the earth is “between”
the moon and the sun. The light of the moon so visible to us illuminates the shadows in
ourselves so that we can reflect and refocus. This is a time to let go of things that are no longer
serving our greatest good, offer gratitude, and make space for what is to come!

What will a moon circle look like? Imagine friendship, candles, meditations, aromatherapy,
tarot spreads, crystals, horoscopes and magical Intention Jars!

What should I bring? A small blanket or towel and a journal, if you would like. Come as you are!

☽ moon phase ☽ astrological sign ☽ date

New Moon Virgo Aug. 27, 2022

Full Moon Pisces Sep. 10, 2022

New Moon Libra Sep. 25, 2022

Full Moon Aries Oct. 9, 2022

Partial Solar Eclipse (new) Scorpio Oct. 25, 2022

Total Lunar Eclipse (full) Taurus Nov. 8, 2022

New Moon Sagittarius Nov. 23, 2022

Full Moon Gemini Dec. 7, 2022

New Moon Capricorn Dec. 23, 2022

→ as above ; so below ←
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📧 connect for more: moonchats77@gmail.com
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